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Organizational culture faces unpredictable and constantly evolving challenges. You 
know your organization needs to actively shape a culture that supports morale, 
recovery, and continued success. It might seem impossible to know where or how 
to begin—but we can help. Introducing Everything DiSC® Catalyst™.

Investing in Your Culture 
Should Have a Lasting 
Impact—and Now It Can. 

Catalyst™ takes the Everything DiSC® experience 
to the next level. Designed to engage everyone in 
building more effective relationships at work, 
Catalyst helps people adapt to others in real-time, 
unlocking engagement and inspiring more 
effective collaboration. 

By combining the Everything DiSC® assessment, 
Catalyst™ platform, and instructor-led 
facilitation, participants will: 

• Discover their DiSC® style
• Deepen understanding of self and others
• Learn how to build better relationships

with others
• Access real-time tips for more effective

interactions with their colleagues
• Build the foundation for future social and

emotional skills training
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TRANSFORMATIONAL LEARNING, 
VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE 

Everything DiSC® Catalyst™ delivers transformational learning that has an 
immediate and lasting impact on an organization’s performance and culture. 

Here’s How It Works.

The Everything DiSC Assessment

• Powered and proven by 40+ years of research
• Uses computer adaptive testing and sophisticated algorithms for

precise results
• Builds the foundation for an ongoing, personalized learning experience

Catalyst Facilitation 

• Brings the learner’s DiSC results to life in an instructor-led experience that
engages and educates

• Virtual training modules including scripted content, contemporary video,
and activities (in-person training coming later in 2020)

• Short-format, modular design that is easily tailored to any group size or
time constraint

Catalyst™—A Personalized, On-Demand Learning Platform

• Delivers the narrative-style results of the Everything DiSC assessment,
allowing learners to delve into their style and develop new skills

• Offers real-time tips for more effective interactions with a learner’s
colleagues

• Serves as a learning hub throughout the learner’s DiSC journey, from
facilitation to independent exploration

“DiSC” and “Everything DiSC ” are registered trademarks of 
John Wiley & Sons, Inc. “Catalyst” is a trademark of John Wiley 
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